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METHODOLOGY TO PREDICT THE INSTANTANEOUS
FRICTION WORK IN NON-CONVENTIONAL
INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
Ravishankar Thangaveru, M.S.E
Western Michigan University, 2004
Non-Conventional Internal Combustion Engine (NCICE) may utilize a
variety of contact surface shapes, where both sliding and rolling losses occur.
This study develops techniques that allow the user to define the type of
forces and the characteristics of the friction type to predict the instantaneous
and over all friction work in a NCICE under user defined operating conditions.
The characteristics include inertial effects, contour and surface effects,
resulting contact surface changes and film thickness changes as a result of
contact surface.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
Prologue
The Internal Combustion Engines (1.C.Es) have hundreds of
moving parts assembled together to make the power production possible.
These moving parts slide or roll with each other for the required events to
take place on time to have the fuel burnt inside the combustion chamber
and extract the energy out of it. Due to this motion between the contacting
surfaces, a considerable amount of energy is being spent apart from the
energy available from the burnt fuel. This spent energy or energy loss is
mainly because of the friction between the contacting surfaces. This
energy lost due to friction is considerably a large amount when compared
with produced energy; many research activities were done to reduce this
loss of friction energy. The well known fact is that the friction can be
reduced but cannot be eliminated.
There are few well-defined methodologies that produce close
results

to

experimental

methodologies

were

for

results.
the

The

most

conventional

commonly

spoken

reciprocating

internal

combustion engines. The experimental methods like motorized engine
prediction for friction were proved to give close results.
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When it comes to non-conventional internal combustion engines
like rotary engines, the area to explore about friction energy losses are still
wide open. The texts that deal with rotary engines do not mention much
about the methods to calculate friction energy lost. Consequently, there is
a need to study and develop a model to understand the friction loss
phenomenon of non-conventional internal combustion engines. The
developments to reduce friction and extract more power can be favored in
the non-conventional internal combustion engines by this way.
The present contribution describes a relatively simple methodology
applied in the predictive model to estimate the friction work in rotary
engines. The model developed is for a four-rotor rotary engine with a
potential to burn the fuel inside and extract power from the burnt fuel.
Why Non-Conventional Engines?
The internal combustion engine was conceived and developed in
the late1800s. For more than 200 years, the reciprocating engine
attracted more researchers and applications, which in turn became the
conventional internal combustion engine. The developments achieved in
the area of reciprocating engine are inevitable and attained certain level of
stability. Still, there are extensive researches going on to extract the
maximum available energy from the reciprocating engine.
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The non-conventional internal combustion engines like rotary
engine with complex but advantageous principles, struggled its way out to
become a potential engine. The latest developments in rotary engines
have made the rotary engines an eco friendly engine than the
reciprocating engine. The [7J Mazda Corporation's RENESIS; a non
conventional internal combustion engine based on Wankel's rotary engine
principle was said to have few advantages over reciprocating engine.
Those advantages were
•

Lighter Weight,

•

Smaller size,

•

Low Vibration,

•

High Power and

•

High Reliability.
The Wankel engine has about 48% fewer parts and about one third

the bulk and weight of a reciprocating engine. As the moving parts are
fewer than in the reciprocating engine, the friction energy losses can be
expected to be considerably lower than in the reciprocating engine.
Subsequently, the need to explore the friction loss phenomenon in non
conventional
developed.

internal combustion engine;

mainly rotary engine is
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Need for Predictive Models
It is known that the predictive combustion models that exist today
help a great in the development of internal combustion engines as the
development still continues in positive direction.
The motorized engine method is one of the experimental methods
to estimating the friction energy in internal combustion engines. For
engines that are in papers; primary design phase, a predictive model to
estimate the friction loss would be the best way before going for a
prototype. A predictive computer simulation model can be expected to
produce close results and less expensive than building a prototype and
experimenting. The predictive models can also give an idea about building
an effective prototype model.
These advantages and needs favored the development of a
predictive model to estimate the friction energy in non-conventional
internal combustion engines
Nature and Scope of the Work
This thesis work is mainly concerned with developing a predictive
model. The model is to predict the instantaneous friction work in N.C.I.C.E
particularly a Rotary Engine. The need for this research aroused from the
research and development of a four rotor rotary engine. This model is
developed to assist the combustion analysis model for the Rotary Engine
and also to predict the mechanical efficiency of the rotary engine. This
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model predicts the friction energy lost due to the sliding friction between
the seals and the rotors of the rotary engine. Also as an added advantage
the wear in the rotors and seals due to the effect of sliding are also
predicted.
The LabVIEW 7.0 EXPRESS is used to build this model. LabVIEW
is a simulation, interfacing and data acquisition software that compiles
programs written with G-Codes. This powerful tool has many applications
in real-time data acquisition and controlling. With a scope to use this
model for prototype testing it is now programmed as a predictive model in
which the engine operating conditions are to be provided by the user.
The friction energy predicting model developed is for a particular
type of sealing between the rotors of the rotary engine. It allows the user
to change the position and size of the seal for his/her convenience. If the
. sealing design is changed in future, the seal section in the model can be
altered to accommodate these changes.
Also the rotary engines' predictive combustion process model can
be added within the friction model to predict the mechanical efficiency of
the engine. As the model is developed using LabVIEW tool, a widely
available computer program for real time interfacing and data acquisition,
the prototype can be interfaced with the friction model with necessary
alterations. The interfacing with prototype (motored rotary engine) can be
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done to analyze the deviation of the predictive values from the
experimental values.
Further studies can be done in the improvement of sealing the
combustion chamber of the rotary engine. The inclusion of cylinder
pressure in determining the dynamic viscosity of the oil film in the rotor
seal contact and the bearing can also be taken into account. The inclusion
of friction due to valve contacts and power loss due to pumping to this
existing model can be done. The inclusion of temperature effect in the
calculation of dynamic viscosity of the oil film is another potential research
for the precision of this model.
Organization of Work
Chapter 2 is a literature review of work relating to the friction in
internal combustion engines, to understand the friction phenomena and
modeling of friction in internal combustion engines.
Chapter 3 talks about the theories and laws of friction that control
the friction calculation in internal. combustion engines.
Chapter 4 describes about the details of the rotary engine for which
the predictive friction model was developed. It includes details about the
geometry of the rotors and combustion chamber of the rotary engine.
Chapter 5 details the types of friction that exists in the rotary engine
that is described in chapter 4. It deals with the different frictions that are
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being predicted based on the laws and theories of friction that are
described in chapter 3.
Chapter 6 gives an outline about the parameters of the rotary
engine that directly or indirectly controls the friction losses.
Chapter 7 is the description of the methodology that is followed in
predicting the friction in the rotary engine explained in chapter 4.
Chapter 8 describes about the products of the predictive friction
model for the rotary engine. The resulting plots like overall instantaneous
friction and maximum wear were explained in this chapter.
Chapter 9 is the concluding chapter of this report details about the·
features of the predictive friction model that is being developed using the
methodology explained in chapter 7. It also talks about the computer tool
that is developed as the predictive model for the rotary engine.
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Chapter 2

LITERATURE SURVEY
Introduction
Friction, a key factor limiting the engine -efficiency has attracted
attention from researchers since the early days of engine development.
The prediction and measurement of friction in internal combustion engines
is necessary to reduce the friction losses and to increase the mechanical
efficiency.
The literature survey was done on texts dealing with friction in
internal combustion engines and technical papers dealing with friction
models for internal combustion engines.
The texts dealing with friction in internal combustion engines
describe about the methods to calculate the friction in reciprocating
internal combustion engines and the technical papers talk about the
methodologies to predict the friction in reciprocating internal combustion
engines. The friction in rotary internal combustion engines is an area that
has not been much explained into.
As the friction in rotary engines is all about the hydrodynamic
sliding friction, the concepts on calculating friction in reciprocating internal
combustion engines were helpful and applicable. The friction models
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available for reciprocating internal combustion engines were studied to get
a basic knowledge about building a friction model for engines.
Engine Friction
The determination of friction losses based on different predictions
1
was provided by 1 1 Richard stone. The prediction correlations were
derived by Heywood (1988) based on Barnes-Moss (1975), Millington and
Hartles (1968) from motoring tests on diesel engines, Chen and Flynn
(1965) with accounts for pressure loading and Winterbone (1986) in a way
the frictional losses increase during transients.
The breakdown of overall friction in engines was given by 121
Ferguson and Kirkpatrick. The components of over all friction were said to
be 1) Piston and Ring friction, 2) Crankshaft and Connecting rod bearing
friction, 3) Valve train friction, 4)Pumping friction and 5) Accessory friction.
This lays the basic idea in modeling the friction model for rotary engines
too.
Alternate methods to determine the friction mean effective pressure
(fmep) based on motoring experiments according to Yagi et al. (1991) was
said to be different than the fired friction due to the thermodynamic state
of the engine. Also the motoring test according to Brown (1973) explains
the methodology to determine the individual components of overall friction
by disassembling motorized method.
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Friction Model
C3l Daniel Sandoval and John B. Heywood, 2003 had split up the
overall friction into three components 1) Rubbing friction, 2) Pumping
losses and 3) Auxiliary losses. In this the· rubbing friction comprises of
three divisions 1) Crank shaft - Main bearings, front and rear main
bearing oil seals 2) Reciprocating - Connecting rod bearings, piston skirts,
and piston rings and 3) Valve train - Camshafts, cam followers and valve
actuation mechanism. The improved Friction model for Spark-Ignition
engines deve1oped based on this principle was compared with the old
model developed by the same authors.
The grouping of the three mechanical friction components is done
but the basic sources of friction in engines, proposed by the above two
literatures are same.
Liquid Lubrication
4

The liquid lubrication to control friction discussed by C l Peter J.
Balu suggests that the dynamic viscosity of the fluids usually decrease
with increase in temperature of the film.
Rotary Engine Seals
5
The method to seal a rotary engine according to C l Fredrick

Masterson describes the possible sealing patterns for the rotary engines.
The rotary· engines have to be provided with proper sealing methods to
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have the combustion chamber closed from the external casing of the
engine.
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Chapter 3

THEORY AND CONCEPTS OF FRICTION
Friction in Engines
The friction forces in engines are a consequence of hydrodynamic
stresses in oil films and metal to metal contact. A certain amount of
available energy is dissipated in the form of mechanical or fluid friction.
Engines are lubricated to reduce the friction and also to prevent engine
failure.
Generally the engine friction work is normalized to a mean effective
pressure (mep) form to explain the engine performance. The difference
between indicated mean effective pressure (imep) and friction mean
effective pressure (fmep) is the brake mean effective pressure (bmep)
bmep = imep - fmep.
The overall friction in internal combustion engine was breakdown
by [1 J Ferguson and Kirkpatrick in to
•

Piston and Ring Friction,

•

Crank shaft and Connecting rod Friction,

•

Valve Train Friction,

•

Pumping Friction and
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•

Accessory Friction.
Among these the piston and ring friction, bearing friction and the

valve train friction are the mechanical frictions, which affect the
mechanical efficiency of any internal combustion .engine.
Piston and Ring Friction:
The forces acting on the contact between the piston and cylinder is
the piston-cylinder assembly, is shown in figure 1

Side thrust
(F1)
--►•-

Figure 1

1

Gas pressure
(P)

Friction force (Fr)

w

Piston Force Balance

The thrust force Ft acting against the cylinder is due to the rod
applied force (Fr) applied due to the rod acting at an angle inclined to the
vertical axis.
In calculating the friction correlation for piston and ring friction, [

1

J

Ferguson and Kirkpatrick have taken both the boundary lubrication and
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the hydrodynamic friction regimes into account. The correlation they
developed is given by:

This correlation gives the friction between the piston ring and the
cylinder. The friction due to piston ring sliding is approximately calculated
to be 41 % of the overall friction energy.
In this, the four controlling parameters of friction force are found to be
•

Sliding contact area,

•

Dynamic viscosity of the oil film between the contacting areas,

•

The velocity gradient between the contacting surfaces and,

•

The clearance between the contacting surfaces or the oil film
thickness.

Crank Shaft and Connecting Rod Bearing Friction
The bearings in connecting rod and crankshaft follow the journal
bearing friction principle. The loads on the bearing vary with crank angle,
the connecting rod geometry and the combustion gas pressure. The
calculations involve the Petroff's equation for bearing friction.
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FJ_

n

2
2
µDb Lb N

c

Their contribution is approximately 12% of the overall friction energy. This
calculation is also based on the hydrodynamic .friction law in which the
friction force is controlled by parameters like contact area, contact speed,
dynamic viscosity and the clearance or film thickness.
Valve Train Friction
The camshaft, cam follower and valve components in reciprocating
engines contribute about 19% of the overall friction energy. The valve
trains mostly involve the rolling friction laws. The valve train friction exists
in engines comprising mechanical valve systems.. The modern engines
employ electronic valve systems which in turn have less friction loss.
Pumping Friction
The pressure drop due to flow restrictions during the intake and
exhaust strokes is together termed as pumping friction. Their contribution
is approximately 15% of the overall friction.
Accessory Friction
The power required to operate the oil pump, water pump and non
charging alternator is together termed as the accessory friction. The
accessory friction is calculated approximately to be approximately 13% of
the overall friction energy.
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Based on the friction results obtained in the reciprocating engine,
the major contribution to the over all friction is by the piston-ring friction
which is mainly because of the hydrodynamic sliding friction with high
pressure surroundings.
Hydrodynamic Friction Theory
The resistance to motion in the direction opposite to the direction of
motion is called Friction. This resistance is caused when two moving
surfaces are in contact. The two main types of friction are Static and
Kinetic friction. Further the kinetic friction is classified into sliding and
rolling friction. The rolling friction's resistive force is considerably less
when compared with sliding friction's resistive force.
In I.C.E the sliding friction is considerably higher than the rolling
friction. The sliding friction work is controlled by the coefficient of friction
between the contacting surfaces. The sliding friction's resistive work can
be reduced when a fluid layer is introduced between the contacting
surfaces as the coefficient of friction between fluid and solid is much lower
than the one between solid and solid.
The fluid layer resistance obeys the hydrodynamic fluid friction law.
The friction force acting along the hydrodynamic fluid film between two
5

surfaces with sliding contact was defined by l l K.L. Kumar. When object A
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is moving over the object B with a hydro dynamic fluid film a hydro, friction
force will act on the object A to resist its motion.

U- m/s
F N

Fluid
layer

oy

Velocity
Profile

Figure 2

Hydro Dynamic Interface Between Two Surfaces

The frictional energy lost to let the motion possible in the direction against
frictional force (F) is given by:
Frictional Power Pt = F.U (Watts)
As the friction force is proportional to the velocity and mass (m) of
the object, the friction power is directly proportional to square of the
object's velocity (U), area of contact (aoc) and dynamic viscosity of the
fluid film (µ). Also it is inversely proportional to the clearance between the
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objects or the fluid film thickness. The piston-ring friction correlation
2

discussed by [ J Ferguson and Kirkpatrick was based on this theory.
The friction calculations executed in the predictive model were all
based on the basic hydrodynamic friction theory.
Dynamic Viscosity of the Oil Film
The lubrication oil is used to reduce the friction between surfaces
where relative motion exists between them. The oil film between two
rotating, or sliding surfaces prevents the surfaces from coming into direct
contact with each other. Viscosity of the oil and fluid film thickness, as well
as other parameters, determines the friction loss between the surfaces.
The dynamic viscosity of the oil film µ (0) depends on the type of
oil, temperature and pressure of the film. The different types of oils have
different sets of constants and the varying temperature and pressure
determines the dynamic viscosity of the oil film between the contacting
surfaces.
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According to l J Cameron 1981 the constants were:
C1

C2

C3

C4

density

Cp

Kinematic
viscosity

m2/s

K

K

bar

kg/m3

KJ/kg K

m /s

5W

6.44E-04

900

162

433

860

1.99

4.83E-05

10W

4.53E-04

1066

157

296

877

1.96

8.73E-05

15W

7.49E-04

902

173

181

879

1.95

1.03E-04

20W

2.63E-04

1361

150

105

886

1.94

2.62E-04

20

5.67E-04

1028

165

153

880

1.95

1.30E-04

30

4.70E-04

1361

140

105

886

1.94

2.61E-04

40

2.17E-04

1396

151

91.7

891

1.92

2.92E-04

50

2.24E-04

1518

150

75.2

899

1.91

6.46E-04

OIL
Grade

Table 1

2

OIL Viscosity Index Constants

Source: Collin R. Ferguson and Allan T. Kirkpatrick

The dynamic viscosityµ of the oil film was calculated from

µ

==V

.p
[
-

where v = Kinematic viscosity of the oil film -

C, e

C2
P
T-C3 C4

--+J

C1, C2, C3, C4, Q = constants from the above table for the selective oil grade.
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Chapter 4

ROTARY ENGINE DESCRIPTION
Rotary Engine
The rotary engines were made of rotor(s) instead of piston, coupled
to a rotating shaft which performs a uniform or variable rotary movement
that leads to change in volume of the com_bustion chamber. As the
motion produced is rotary, it can be utilized directly without having to be
transformed.
The model developed in this study as an application of the
explained methodology is based on a Hopkins rotor engine comprising of
four similar rotors. In this type of rotary engine, the four similar rotors were
coupled to a single rotating shaft (crank shaft) in a planetary setup
claiming the volume between the rotors to be the_ combustion chamber.
The rotors were held together at equidistance from the crank shaft
center to have a symmetric and closed combustion chamber. As the
rotors coupled to a single rotating shaft have point contact with the
adjacent rotors, rotate in the same direction as the shaft to perform a
cyclic change in combustion chamber volume.
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The specialty of this rotary engine is that the rotors maintain line
contact with the adjacent rotors at each position of a cycle as they rotate
in a uniform rotary movement.
The sealing pattern followed in this friction -model was the linear
seals present on the periphery of the rotor and positioned near the rotor
tips. The seal geometry is explained in detail in the forthcoming chapters
coming below.

-rotor4

Figure 3

Combustion Chamber's Section Showing the Position of
Four Rotors at Maximum Volume Position
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The main advantage of the rotary engine shown in figure 3 is that
the volume change from maximum to minimum occurs in 90 ° of crank
rotation whereas in a reciprocating engine it takes 180 ° of crank rotation.
This advantage allows us to complete a four-stroke cycle in one revolution
rather than two revolutions as in a reciprocating engine. With this
advantage it can be visualized that a 50 cc rotary engine can produce an
indicated power that a 100 cc reciprocating engine can; provided if both
were running at same RPM.
The major drawback that can be visualized would be the friction
losses. The rotor tip is assumed to be holding a seal throughout the rotor
length to lower the leakage from the combustion chamber. As the friction
power is proportional to the sliding velocity of the contacting surfaces, the
sliding velocity in reciprocating engine is comparatively lower than in the
rotary engine. In reciprocating engines the piston ring is sliding against the
stationary cylinder wall and also it increases from zero velocity (at BOC) to
maximum and again to zero (at TDC) in every 180 ° of crank rotation. But
in this rotary engine the rotor seal is sliding against the adjacent rotating
rotor and its velocity never goes to zero in a cycle. With the interest to
estimate the amount of friction in this type of rotary engine for different
types of seals, this research work was initiated.
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Based on the stroke cycle the number of rotary chambers varies.
As for a four stroke cycle a single chamber is enough in which all the four
operations of a cycle can be incorporated. But for a two stroke cycle at
least two chambers were required to incorporate all the four operations
(Intake, Compression, Expansion and Exhaust) of a cycle.
Rotor Geometry
The major components of the rotary engine were the four rotors
that give a shape to the combustion chamber. Similar to the piston and
cylinder assembly in reciprocating engines, the four rotors contribute their
part in the rotary engine explained in this study.
The rotors are elliptical in cross section. The first major issue faced
in developing this friction model was in developing the correlations to
determine the relations of the rotor parameters.
Rotor Radius
The rotor dimensions are determined by a defined set of relations,
as the rotor shape is cylindrical with the cross-section of a four centered
ellipse that can accommodate the changes in rotor size by changing one
or two rotor parameters. The relations that determine other parameters of
the rotor were developed from two defined variables 1) Rmax (Dmax/2,
the major axis of the ellipse) and 2) K (aspect ratio; which controls the
compression ratio for a fixed Rmax).
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The parameters that were required to define the rotor's elliptical section
were:
•

Rmax

•

Rmin

•

Rf

•

Rt

•

K

Based on the geometric relationship, the trigonometric equations
were derived with Rmax and K as variables with the following results.
Rmin = Rmax/K

R
Rf= (0.34E -1 O). max .((-0.207E + 9) + (0.5E + 9).K)

K

Rt = Rmax + Rmin - Rf
Radius as a Function of Sector Angle (alpha)
Each of the four rotors was divided into eight sectors of which four
were similar and the other four were similar but with different geometry.
The relation between the radius of the rotor and the sector angle "alpha"
were derived, alpha being the angle from the vertical axis of the rotor to
the minor axis.
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Each sector was proven to run from 0 ° to 45 ° thus giving us the
varying radius for the rotor over 360 ° . The rotor radius was given by a
discrete set of equations developed for each sector of the rotor.
The method of finding the rotor radius to provide the model with a
detailed rotor surface coordinates was developed and adopted only in this
friction model.

minor axis

Figure 4

I

Radius of
flake Rf

Rotor Sectors

Sector One's Radius Calculation
As pointed before, each sector was treated separate in calculating
the correlation for the radius and grouped at last. This method of discrete
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calculation is performed as the rotor geometry is a four centered ellipse,
different from two centered ellipse.
The trigonometric relations were found to be different for each
sector, even-though the similarity between the sectors made the
determination of the correlations to be considerably simple.
The sector one was detailed as
minor a xis
R(alpha)

m ajar axis

/

/

Figure 5

Sector 1 's Details

The angle beta was the angle for flank radius Rf which runs from 0 °
to 45 ° . From beta the angle alpha and (R (a)) is derived to be:

a= tan-1 (
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( sir(P) * Rf)
(co�P)* RJ-(Rf-Rmin))J

And the correlation

R(a)

= sin(� ) * Rf
, gives the varying radius of rotor in sector1
sin(a)

.

In a similar manner, the relations for radius in other sectors were
determined and appended to give out the relation for radius of the whole
rotor. The resulting radius that changes with the orientation was
calculated and plotted.

Rotor Radius Vs orientation
8
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0
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Figure 6

Radius of the Rotor vs Orientation

400
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Rotor Length
The rotor length (L) was determined with a need the need that the
combustion chamber required to be in cubic shape at the maximum
volume position. At the maximum volume position the minimum distance
between the two opposite rotors represents the side of the cube and
hence the length of the rotor or combustion chamber. The expression for
determining the length of the rotor was derived to be

2
L = ✓ (Rmax+Rmin)-2Rmin.

Figure 7

Rotor Positions at Max CC Volume
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Rotor Seals
Almost every engine challenges the designer when it comes to
sealing the combustion chamber. The rotary engine is no exception and
in fact it gives additional challenges. Due to the rotor-to-rotor surface
speeds and dimensional changes due to thermal expansion, either
interference or clearance exists at some point in its operation. Thus it
becomes an advantage to have seals on' the outer periphery of the rotor.
This ensures that the leakage in the rotary engine is reduced to a
minimum, causing it to work under greater compression ratios.
Alternative designs have been introduced that seal between
chambers in a linear rotary engine, with an interleaved disk or labyrinth
seal. These different sealing methods were still under discussion. But this
friction model deals only with the linear sealing of the combustion
chamber. In this type of sealing that is explained in figure 8, the height of
the seal that exists above the rotor surface was included within the rotor
radius.
There were two seals for each rotor in order to reduce the leakage in the
rotary engine.
Seal height= 0.01 cm (as the assumed clearance was 0.01 cm)
st

1 seal position from 90 ° to 115 ° and
2

nd

seal positioned from 270 ° to 295 ° .
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The first seal will get in contact with the adjacent rotor surface for
the first 180 ° of rotor rotation and the second seal will get in contact with
the adjacent rotor surface for the next 180 ° of rotation causing the
combustion chamber to the completely sealed.

seal height
above rotor
SU rfa Ce'--....

270° to 295°
�0.1mm

max Radi
5.84 cm
min Radius 3. 77 cm

Figure 8

Seal Geometry on a Rotor

The Figure 8 shows the seal height and position exaggerated
above the rotor surface for visual clarity. The calculations are made for 0.1
mm seal height above rotor surface since the clearance was assumed to
be 0.1 mm between rotors. The width of the seal is from the tip of the rotor
to 25 degrees of angular sweep (as shown in figure 8) on the outer
periphery of the rotor.
The seals may always be used to keep the combustion chamber
closed from the outer case. This helps when the rotary engine is selected
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for two-stroke gasoline operation since it is possible to use the outer
portion of the rotors (volume between the rotors and the case) as a means
to pressurize the intake.
The contact between the seals and the rotors at the minimum
combustion chamber volume can be visualized in the fi'gure 9 that is
shown below. The seal design may be changed in further development of
the rotary engine for which the friction model needs some modification to
accommodate the changes and provide results.

Figure 9

Position of Seals in the Rotors at Minimum Volume

With all these rotor parameters, the varying radius of the rotor was
determined. Based on these parameters, the swept volume of the rotary
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engines' combustion chamber was determined by the combustion
prediction model developed by a different researcher.
A list of magnitudes of the rotor parameters was determined for
four different sizes of the rotary engine based on the derived correlations
and is shown in the table 2 as follows.
Rotor dimensions for specific engine sizes
ENGINE

power stroke per
two revolutions

volume displaced
(cc)

2

250.04

4

124.82

2

253.03

4

127.24

Rotary
Engine
(CR10)

Rotary
Engine
(CR 18)

Table 2

Rotor Dimensions

Dimensions (cm)
Rmax
Rmin
Rf
Rt
L
Rmax
Rmin
Rf
Rt
L
Rmax
Rmin
Rf
Rt
L
Rmax
Rmi'n
Rf
Rt
L

5.84
3.77
7.31
2.30
6.06
4.64
2.99
5.81
1.83
4.74
5.59
3.29
7.22
1.66
5.98
4.45
2.61
5.75
1.32
4.75
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Chapter 5

ROTARY ENGINE FRICTION
Components of Rotary Engine Friction
Similar to the friction in reciprocating internal combustion engines,
the over all friction in rotary engine can also be classified. The rqtary
engine friction has breakdowns as in conventional internal combustion
engines. The piston ring and cylinder friction in reciprocating engine is to
be replaced with the rotor and seal friction in the rotary engines. With this,
the types of friction in a rotary engine can be classified in to
•

Rotor seal friction

•

Bearing friction

•

Pumping friction

•

Accessory friction

In these the rotor and seal friction and the bearing friction are the major
mechanical frictions of the rotary engine .
. Rotor Seal Friction
The rotor seal friction is the hydrodynamic friction between the rotor
seals and the adjacent rotors. In order to keep the combustion chamber
closed from the casing, the seals slide over the rotor surface. To lower the
sliding friction between the rotors and the seals, a hydrodynamic fluid (oil)
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film is introduced between them. This method of reducing the friction with
the fluid film can be observed in almost all internal combustion engines.
The hydrodynamic friction force acting against the motion of the rotor is
proportional to the surface velocity of the rotor at the point of contact and
the dynamic viscosity of the oil film.
The main force acting on the fluid film between the rotor and seal is
the centrifugal force that is caused as the seal rotates with the rotor. This
centrifugal force affects the pressure of the oil film and hence the dynamic
viscosity of the oil film depends on the mass of the seal. The choice of
seal material that determines the mass of the seal can be chosen by the
user from a list of materials provided. Also the model allows the user to
. specify the material properties like density, wear coefficient and surface
hardness.
The forces acting on the seal due to the combustion chamber
pressure was not included in this friction model as the pressure effect on
the oil film was only due to the centrifugal force from the seal.
Friction force
The friction force acting on the oil film that exists between the seal
and the rotor was derived from the shear stress acting over the oil film
layers. Shear stress exists over the layers of the oil film whenever there is
a velocity difference between the sliding bodies. The shear stress acting
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across the oil film is calculated from the velocity gradient over the oil film
(dU), clearance (dy) between the rotor and the seal or oil film height and
the dynamic viscosity(µ) of the oil film.

dU
Shear stress(r) = µ d
y
From the shear stress the total friction force acts against the motion of the
rotors is calculated from the expression, Frictional force
(F) = -c. A
This area of the oil film (A) over which the shear stress acting is a critical
factor that decides the friction force. This area was assumed to spread for
a rotor angle of 3 ° width. As the area of contact is determined from the
angle of contact (aloe), the above assu.mption made the calculation
easier.
The assumption was made to simplify the calculation of the oil
film's surface area subject to sliding. The area of contact is calculated
from the expression.

A= aloc.R.L
The friction energy Fs lost in this sliding can be determined based
on the hydrodynamic fluid friction theory using the expression
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Contact between rotor1
and rotor2

1, min y
co-ord of
rotor1's (x,y)
--rotor1
--rotor2

e of rotor subjected to
with the adjacent

Figure 10

Angle of Rotor Subject to Contact
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Bearing Friction
The rotor shafts are held in the casing with the bearings between
the shaft and the case. These bearings take the weight of the rotors and
shaft which act due to gravity as the axial load as shown in figure 11

w

Bearin
//////////////////////////////////////.

✓///////////////.

///////////////t!l«¥k'

///////////////�),),l,W)////////////////.
//////////////////////////////////////,
//////////////////////////////////////.

Cas

Figure 11

Bearing Load Descriptions

The load acting on each bearing is W/2 as W is the total weight of
the rotor and shaft. The friction due to this bearing load is calculated using
the journal bearing theory. The bearing friction calculated in this model
does not include the load due to pressure inside the combustion chamber.
The bearing friction power with required assumptions like bearing
diameter (D), bearing length (I), and clearance (c) is determined using the
general expression,
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2nDN
Fb =µ.--.nDl
C

The dynamic viscosity of the oil film in the bearing is determined by
the load W/2 acting on the bearing. The material of the rotors and the
shaft determine the load acting on the bearing. The model allows the user
to select the choice of rotor and shaft material.
The other friction components of this rotary engine were not
estimated as the valves and accessories were not designed or considered
at that particular stage of design. Thus the total friction including the
friction due to sliding of seals against the rotors and the bearing is
estimated and produced as the results of the friction model.

Mechanical Efficiency
The mechanical efficiency of the engine is derived from the
indicated power and friction power. The indicated work is the work that is
available from the pressure in a working volume. If the pressure in the
combustion chamber is known for every angle, and the volume
corresponding to the angle is known, the pressure-volume (PV) work can
then be calculated. The PV work done in a given amount of time defines
the indicated power (IP). The indicated power was provided from the
combustion model developed for this rotary engine by a different
researcher.
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The indicated power must overcome friction of the moving
components, and under certain conditions throttling and other types of
work before the remaining work is delivered to the output shaft. The power
that remains after the PV power overcomes all engine related mechanical
losses is identified as the brake power (BP). The brake power is then the
indicated power minus the friction power.

The mechanical efficiency is defined as the ratio of the brake power to the
indicated power.

IP -FP
FP
--=I-IP

Ip

Large mechanical losses result in low mechanical efficiency and
low overall efficiency.

The product of the mechanical efficiency (ri m ),

isentropic efficiency (rii) and the air standard efficiency (rias) defines the
overall efficiency (11 0) of the rotary engine.
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Wear
The actual contact area varies as the contact radius varies
subsequently changing the contact area. The instantaneous contact area
then differs from the nominal contact area between the rotor surfaces.
Wear rate of the seal is determined from the rotational speed of the rotor
and the seal.

K
Wear,ate =�xpxV
H
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Chapter 6

FRICTION PARAMETERS
Friction Parameters
The total friction of the rotary engine given by the model
developed is the sum of the rotor seal friction and bearing friction as
described in chapter 5. The instantaneous friction is calculated with the

.•

correlation provided for every angle of rotation or crank angle. As
described in chapter 5, the controlling parameters of the sliding friction
between the rotors and seal, and the bearing friction were
•

Dynamic viscosity of the oil film,

•

Velocity gradient across the clearance,

•

Clearance and

•

Area of the contact.
The friction model was programmed in such a way that the

pressure of the oil film is determined from the centrifugal force of the seal
as it rotates along the tip of the rotor. The centrifugal force of the seal that
is acting on the oil film depends on the angular velocity (?) of the rotor,
mass of the seal and the distance between the seal and the rotor center.
In this friction model the distance is taken as the major radius of the rotor
and the mass of the seal was determined from the user defined values of
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the seal. The model provides the user with options in selecting the oil type
or a user defined value for the dynamic viscosity of the oil film.
The model also allows the user to use a friction coefficient of
his/her convenience in determining the friction power. In that case the
additional step of calculating the dynamic viscosity of the oil film would be
bypassed in determining the friction power.
Seal Material
The material density of the seal is another major factor that affects
the dynamic viscosity of the oil film. The mass that affect the pressure of
the oil film was determined by the choice of material. The model allows
the user to select the choice of rotor, shaft and seal materials. A special
analysis can be done in future to study the effects of material choice on
friction power using the friction model developed.
Velocity Gradient
The velocity difference (dU) that exists over the film thickness is
assumed to exist between the rotor and the seal and plays a major role in
determining the friction power. The contacting surfaces between the two
adjacent rotors move in opposite directions even though they rotate in the
same direction as the crank shaft. The RPM at which the rotary engine is
required to run determines the angular velocity of the rotors.
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RPM
The RPM targeted for the specific rotary engine affects the velocity
difference across the clearance. The friction model allows the user to
specify the RPM based on their choice. With this option a detailed study
can be done to analyze the effects of RPM on friction power of the rotary
engine.
Angle of Contact
The surface area of contact of the oil film that was assumed to
exist between the rotor and the seal is determined by the angle of the
rotor that gets in contact. As explained before the angle of contact is
assumed to be 3 ° .
Clearance Between the Rotors
clearance is the oil film thickness that exists between the rotor and
the seal to avoid the metal to metal contact. There will be considerable
leakage from the combustion chamber if the clearance exceeds certain
level. Clearance has to be included in order to have the oil film in between
the rotor and seal to reduce the friction. The clearance assumed in this
model is 0.1 mm.
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Chapter 7

DETAILED METHODOLOGY
Introduction
The friction model developed can produce the required results after
defining the values required of the rotor parameters and engine operating
conditions in the methodology explained in this chapter. The friction model
was programmed in LabVIEW to execute the methodology explained in
this chapter.
Instantaneous Contact Radius
As a first step in the method, the instantaneous contact radius of
the rotors that varies accordingly as the crankshaft rotates, was
calculated. This step is performed to find the velocity of the rotor surfaces
that get in contact with the oil film existing between the rotors.
The radius of the rotors at the point of contact changes for every
angle of rotation, as the contact point moves over the surface of the
rotors. This instantaneous contact radius is a prime factor in the
determining the friction between the lubricated rotors. Using the special
purpose LabVIEW tool, the coordinates of the rotors in contact for every
angle of rotation and the radius of the rotors at that contact point are
calculated.
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Prior to this research a study on seal geometry was done by

[SJ

Dave Bieszk and Mike Turnauer. Their study provided a basic knowledge
about sealing the combustion chamber. According to their study, the
velocity gradient between the contacting surfaces at the point, where the
major radius and the minor radius of the adjacent rotor meets, was said to
have a maximum velocity. A detailed study was done to verify those
results and it was found that the velocity at that point is the minimum
velocity in a cycle.
The second major hurdle experienced in developing the friction
model was to determine a method to find the instantaneous contact
radius. This stage of the research took much of the project time in finding
a method, rather a tool to determine the velocity gradient at each degree
of crank rotation in a cycle.
This method incorporates the look-up concept of the data handling
techniques. The friction model was developed using LabVIEW tool due to
the data handling complexities. The looking up of the maximum and
minimum coordinates from a set of data and finding the instantaneous
contact radius of the rotors was done by the friction model itself.
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Method for Calculating Instantaneous Contact Radius
The radius of the rotor calculated from the correlations developed
using the method explained in chapter 3 varies with the rotor orientation.
Also the point of contact at the surface of the rotor moves in a cyclic
manner as the crank shaft rotates. The surface velocity at the point of
contact could not be easily estimated as the second surface is also
moving and with varying velocity.
The contact radius is calculated from the coordinates of the surface
of the rotor from the crank shaft center. The (x,y) coordinates that deffne
the surface of the rotor are calculated for every angle of rotation from 0 ° to
360 ° . In total there are 360 sets of (x,y) coordinates for each rotor
position.

The minimum y coordinate of rotor1 (x,y) and maximum y

coordinate of rotor2 (x,y) are selected (Figure 11) and their corresponding
distance to the center of respective rotors is calculated to give the contact
radius.
By adopting this method the maximum velocity gradient between
the rotors was found to be at the crank angle with maximum combustion
chamber volume.
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Contact between rotor1
and rotor2

R1, min y
co-ord of
rotor1's (x,y)
--rotor1
--rotor2

R2,

Figure 12

Contact Radius of the Two Rotors at Maximum Volume
Position
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The contact radius values of the two rotors for one complete
revolution were plotted in Figure 13 for rotor parameters of
Rmax = 5.84 cm,
K = 1.55 (for a CR around 10)
6.5

cm

�-----------------1 - radius of rotor 1

- radius of rotor 2

3.5"+-----------------------------i
3 +---------.---------.---------,-----------i
0
90
180
270 degrees 360
Figure 13

Radius of the Two Rotors in Contact for Every Angle of
Rotation

With the radius values at the contact point, the velocity gradient is
calculated:

The velocity gradient is the difference in velocity between adjacent
rotors. The velocity gradient is directly proportional to the frictional force
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created between the rotors. Thus by knowing the velocity gradient and the
contact radius of the two rotors, the seal friction power for each angle of
rotation of the rotor is calculated and plotted as shown in Figure 14.
Once the velocity gradient(dU) and the dynamic viscosity(µ) were
calculated, and with the prior assumed clearence (c) and angle of contact
(aloe), the friction force and hence the friction power were determined.
The friction model, as a result provides the user with the instantaneous
friction during a complete revolution for a defined set of contorlling
parameters. The instantaneous friction power plot for a complete
revolution of the rotary engine is shown in figure 14.
Instantaneous friction Vs Angle of rotation
for a rotary engine of 250 cc CRlO at 4500 RPM
16 .-----

-----------------

---�

14
12
10
8
6
4
2

0+-------�-----�-----.---------90

180

270

angle ofrotation / crank angle (degrees)

Figure 14

360

Friction Work in Hp Vs Angle of Rotation for One
Complete Revolution
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From Figure 14, the maximum friction power of 14.49 hp and the
minimum friction power 10.12 hp can be visualized. The mean friction for
°

the 360 cycle is then approximately 26 horsepower. This number is a
prediction based on "reasonable" values for the lubricant and the seal
material. The parameters could be varied that would then produce more
or less favorable results, however this prediction is, in the opinions of
those using this friction model, a reasonable prediction if a contacting type
seal is to be used. This methodology, thus took the model to the final part
of this research.
Wear Cycle Approximation
The rotary engine, expected to compete with a baseline
reciprocating engine of 100000 miles as its anticipated life time.

To

approximate the number of cycles an RPM of 2000 and a speed of 60
miles/hr was used for the prediction. The number of revolutions of the
rotary engine for the assumed life of 100000 miles is calculated as,

miles
rev
Rev100000 = I00000miles x 2000-.-7 60-mm
hr
mile
rev
= 1 00000miles x 2000- -a- 1-mm
mm
Rev100000 = 200000000 revolution
Since the engine life is assumed as 100000 miles, the rotary
engine would need to run for 200,000,000 cycles with a minimum wear
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and an imperceptible increase in combustion leakage. The friction model
separates the total life time qycles into three parts for three different
RPMs. The model allows the user to specify the percentage to run at the
three different RPMs. The three different RPMs were Target RPM, High
RPM, Low RPM, which also can be specified by the user or determined by
the model based on the option selected.
Rotor and Seal Material
The friction model also allows the user to select the type of material
for the rotors and seals. It even allows the user to include the material
properties of desired interest. The basic types of material property values
that are included in the model were Steel, Aluminum alloy and Titanium
alloy. It should be noted that the type of rotor material affects the bearing
friction and the type of seal material affects the rotor-seal friction.
For the rotor dimensions of the engine assumed on figure 14 and the seal
material with a
2 =
,

Surface harness = 3.42E+5 lb/in
Wear coefficient = 4.00E+5
The wear for 20

x

2

2.35E+6 KN/m

107 cycles is calculated to be 5 E-11 m (5 E-8

mm). Steel was selected as the material for rotors and seal in this
preliminary analysis.
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Chapter 8

RESULTS FROM THE FRICTION MODEL
Introduction
The friction model with the methodology explained; produces the
predicted instantaneous friction and the maximum wear in the rotary
engine. A set of estimations were done for specific volume displaced by
the rotary engine like 125cc, 250cc arid for 2 sets of Compression Ratios
(CR).
The friction and wear results for four different sizes of rotary engine were
calculated and listed in the table 3.

Engine

Rotary
Engine

power
stroke
per
two
revs

volume
displaced

2

250.05

4

124.83

2

253.04

4

127.24

Table 3

cc

compr
ession
ratio

10.08

18.89

RPM

4365
8744
3235
6434

friction
power

wear

hp

mm

min
max
min
max
min
max
min
max

9.52
13.63
30.02
42.99
4.08
6.67
12.94
21.19

4.15E-6
2.27E-5
1.88E-6
7.56E-6

Table Showing the Maximum, Minimum Friction Power and
Wear Values for Different Size Rotary Engines
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The wear occurrence on the friction surfaces and the amount of
wear depends on the force acting, distribution of the force and other
factors including temperature, lubricating oil used and contamination of
the engine oil.
The friction power plot vs. angle of rotation of one complete cycle:

Instantaneous Friction vs Crank angle

c..
::r:
50
45

-125cc CRI0 at
9000 RPM

40
35

-250cc CRI0 at
4500 PRM

30
25
20

-125cc CRl8 at
6500 RPM

15
10
5

0-+--------------------�
0

90

180

270

-250cc CRl8 at
3500 RPM

360

angle of rotation / crank angle

Figure 15

Plot Showing the Friction Power Vs the Angle of Rotation

The friction power for one complete cycle for various displacements
and compression ratios is shown in Figure 15. From the plot it can be
seen that the maximum friction power occurs for a displacement of 125 cc
(with two chambers) with a compression ratio of 10. The minimum friction
power occurs for a displacement of 250cc with a compression ratio of 18
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(with a single chamber). Thes� friction values should be used with
discretion as the increases (or decreases) shown reflect the differing RPM
of the engines more than the optimized values.
Mechanical Efficiency
The mechanical efficiency of the engine is derived from the
indicated power and friction power. The mechanical loss that affects the
efficiency of the engine is given by the difference between the indicated
power and the friction power. Some of the power developed by the engine
is utilized to overcome the friction between the contacting surfaces.

L (indicatedH P - frictionHP )
L indicatedH P
360

0=0

360

0=0

The factor that has the greatest effect on the mechanical efficiency
is the rotor-rotor surface friction. This friction has a large effect on the
efficiency of the Rotary engine due to the sliding surfaces and the relative
speed between surfaces. Mechanical efficiency also depends on the RPM
of the Rotary Engine since higher the engine speed the higher will be the
amount of power required for turning the engine. The comparison of the
power output for the rotary engine with and without friction for a
displacement of 250 cc and compression ratio of 10 is shown.
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Indicated Power
The instantaneous indicated power was calculated using a
separate combustion prediction model developed for the rotary engine
research and used in this study for predicting the mechanical efficiency of
the rotary engine.
Power- out without friction(for 250cc CR10)
250�-------------------------�
200

------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------- ----------------------------

- 150
Go
"

100

Go

50

r----::---:::----::-""""':':�;:;:;;:;::::7'.:::---::::---::::--�:---=:---=:---:1

0
30
60
90
120
180
210
240
270
300
330
3 0
-50 �------------------------�

Rotational angle(degrees)

Figure 16

Power-Out Without Friction Vs Angle of Rotation

Power-out with Friction(for 250 cc CR10)

250.00 �-----------------------�
200.00
a. 150.00
i 100.00
�
a. 50.00
4 0

Rotational angle(degrees)

Figure 17

Plot of Power-Out with Friction vs. Angle of Rotation
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From the plot it can be seen that there is a drop in the power output
when friction is considered.
Mechanical efficiency result:
power volume
stroke displace compr
ession RPM
per two
d
ratio
revolutio
Cc
ns

surface
area

work
out

cm/\2

Hp

min 96.97
2

250.1

w

z
z
w

4365
10.08

4

2

124.8

8744

253.0

3235
18.89

4

127.2

6434

9.52

max 369.72 222.76 13.63
avq

41.86

11.01

min 60.32

-17.17

30.02

max 231.67 261.95 42.99
avg

99.99

34.73

min 66.60

-19.04

4.08

max 359.88 199.94

6.67

avg

39.89

5.02

min 42.41

-17.15

12.94

max 227.89 180.23 21.19
avg

Table 4

-16.09

friction
power mechanical
efficiency
hp

72.92

73.72%

66.75%

88.10%

79.27%

15.94

Mechanical Efficiency Table

From the Table 4, it can be seen that the mechanical efficiency is
maximum i.e., 88.10% for the rotary engine with a displacement of 250 cc
and a compression ratio of 18.

This value is comparable to common

reciprocating power plants; however this combination is the most
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favorable. The friction power of the rotary engine was found to be higher
than the other engine combinations studied when compared to
conventional internal combustion engines. This is because the surface
velocity of the rotors in the rotary engine never reaches zero in a cycle. By
comparison, in a conventional internal combustion engine, the piston
reaches zero velocity at top dead center and bottom dead center causing
the surface velocity to reach zero.
The contacting surface velocity of the rotary engine is therefore a
disadvantage when the engine is desired to operate at higher RPM. In the
conventional .reciprocating engine, the piston has zero momentum and
speed at the top-dead center and at the bottom dead center. The rotary
engine has a smoother and more continuous rotation than the
conventional reciprocating engine. The calculations done are based on
assumed operating conditions.
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Chapter 9

CONCLUSION
Introduction
This

study

to

develop

a

methodology

for

predicting the

instantaneous friction ends up with a friction model at this stage. The
methodology mainly follows the hydrodynamic friction theory of oil film.
The net friction power of the rotary engine mainly depends on the type of
oil used, RPM of the engine, material choice of the rotors, shafts and
seals.
The friction model has both advantages as well as disadvantages.
The benefits of the model mainly include the better understanding of the
rotor and seal surface velocity that never reaches zero value, the user
friendly nature, faster and precise prediction of friction and wear values.
Surface Velocity Constrain
The surface velocity of the rotors at the point of contact never
reaches zero as the minimum surface velocity is determined by the
minimum radius of the rotor. The contact area of the rotary engine is
considerably more than in conventional internal combustion engines. The
rotary engine has four contact surfaces for each combustion chamber
through out the length of rotor. Because of this constraining factor, the
efficiency of the rotary engine can be restricted. In reciprocating engines
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the contact velocity varies from zero to maximum and again to zero in
180 ° of crank rotation. The dependency of friction in rotary engine on the
RPM at which it runs can be seen from the figure 18 that is shown below.
The plot was drawn with friction energy loss against the RPM for two
different sizes of the rotary engine.

0.
::c

A.erage frictioo of rotary engine

40
35

30
25

-2fDcc

20

-125cc

t5
1)
5
0 -t-----.-------.-------.-------,--------,

0

2000
Figure 18
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1)()()()

Friction vs RPM

User Friendly Nature of the Model
As the model was programmed using LabVIEW tool which made
the calculations easy and precise. The model is provided with a nature to
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allow the user to choose the RPM, Materials, Oil type, wear cycle
percentages and engine size.
The model is programmed in such a way that the user proceeds
step by step from selecting the choices and opting the parameter values
to the results where he/she can and run the program to watch the results
being plotted.
Seal Type
The type of seal considered for rotary engine at that stage of
research was not finalized; the type of seal explained in this study mainly
undergoes sliding friction. Later seals can be designed which may
undergo rolling friction. These changes in seal type will affect the friction
power in a considerable manner.
Based on the methodology, the friction power values calculated
using this model was all predictive. The effect of the controlling
parameters like oil type, RPM, material can all be analyzed separately or
can be considered together for better understanding.
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APPENDIX-A

Maple Program

64
restart;
interface(displayprecision=3);
> rmax;

>

>

>

>

rmax

k;

k

rmin := rmax/k;

rmax
.
rmm: = -k-

> rt:=rmax+rmin-rf;

rmax
rt : = rmax + -k- - rf

0.3414213560 10-3 rmax (-0.207106781 10 9 +0.500000000 10 9 k)
k

0.5857864377 10-9 rmax (0.1207106781 10 10 +0.500000000 10 9 k)
k
In which Rf= 0.34e-

10

9

9

* Rmax *(-0:2071e + 0.5e- *K)/K is the feasible solution.
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Appendix-B

LabView Program

66
FrictionPower.vi - Front Panel ( Rotor Dimensions )

67
FrictionPower.vi - Front Panel ( Seal dimensions )

min Radiu5 3.n cm
(K•1.66,CR =10)

68
FrictionPower.vi • Front Panel ( RPM Range )

69
FrictionPower.vi - Front Panel ( Material Selection)

70

FrictionPower.vi - Front Panel ( OIL or Hydro dynamic Fluid Selection )

71
FrictionPower.vi - Front Panel ( Wear cycles selection )

72
FrictionPower.vi - Front Panel ( Results )

73

74
Position in Hierarchy

75
bearing pr.vi
Front Panel

76

nr
1--------�R RSvol=(nr•L•R ca/1e6)+[nr•Ls•pi•D •o /4e6);
ca RSmass=de•RSvol;
de RSwt=RSmass•S.81;
P=RSwt/(2e-4 •Lb•D );
Bearin

- ll ,[lj " "

__;�RSvol=[nr'L'R ca/1e6)+[nrts•p,'D•D/4e61
� RSmass=de'RSvol,
,------jdei RSwt=RSmass•9.81;
P=RSwt/[2e-4'Lb'D);
[
-----.[Lb1
RSwt
D

77

Position in Hierarchy

'

_;,.,;.,.,;

78
ForcePressure.vi
Front Panel

79

Spr

a2
b=r'(a2-a1 ]'pi/180;
vol=h'b'I;
lh=rpsh'rpsh'r'vol'd/1eB;
ph=(fh/(r'I'aoc'pi/(180'10000]ll+(Spr'1 e3);
ll=rpst'rpst'r'vol'd/1 eB;
pt=(lt/(r'I'aoc'pi/(180'10000)l)+[S pr'1e3);;
ll=rpsl'rpsl'r'vol'd/1 eB;
pl=(ll/(r'I' aoc'pi/(180'10000ll)+(Spr'1e3);;

80
Position in Hierarchy

fforcc,
Scol Pr

81

FP.vi
Front Panel

Block Diagram

-i� ·

I I

True "'

�ibr,:Jif'illFli;•------------�

a,,c fph=4'IIvib'D b'D b'pi'D b'D b/8)+(vih'nr'RR'RR'RR' aoc'pi'll)'rpsh'rpsh/
(1e6'180'745. 7'cl);

82

fph=W([RSwt'Db"rpsh/2)+(fh'nr"RR'rpsh))/(745. 7'100);
fpt=4'f'([RSwt'D b"rpst/2)+[fh"nr'RR'rpst))/[745. 7'100);
, RS •Nl fpl=4'f'[IRSwt'D b'rpsl/2)+[fh'nr'RR'rpsl))/[745. 7'100);

83
materials.vi

?

?

?

0. 0013 r----1

?

84

Position in Hierarchy

. �... ,... ,, l

-"Nl�t{(
;�, i

85

radiuses.vi

I

50

I

100

I

150

I

200

I

250

Angle (degrees)

I

300

I

350

I

400

86
Block Dia ram

0 0.. 7 •

:Rr,,n Theta• (180/pl"atar{sin(alpha'pi/1 OO)'RI/
((cos(aipha'pi/180J'Rl�RI+Amin));
r = (,in(alpha'pi/180)"Rl/lsin(Theta'pi/180)));

87

88

Fi min Theta= (180/pi)"atan(sin(alpha"pi/
1 BO)"R f/((cos(alpha"pi/1 BO)"Rf)-Rf+
Rminl);
r = (sin(alpha"pi/180)"Rf/(sin(Theta"pi/
180)));

..

Position in Hierarchy
'

89

RPMs.vi

Block Diagram

rpmt
rpmh=rpmt+1 ODO·
rpml=rpmt-2000;
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Position in Hierarchy

___,

;

.

;;_

-1,

sealrad.vi

-----,,..----,

Front Panel

91

Block Dia ram

< ... ......................................

92
signal.vi

I 1··------- ·
1

-----·

T,ue "

o:m�
o:m-18)]
rrm-eE]
1I!!Jjlmo1.,;.ill
Ifill-ml
o:m-lr3l
o:m1�1

r::m1-1�1
rrm[8
�
II!!Jllm,<e,;.ill
rrm-[@.l]
o:m--ll3l
[illll�I

···-·- ··· -· ·· - ·
-- ;I-= 1r. c::..,
� e;:--;-•�"ll

-----=
rrm1�1
rrm[Sl
T,ue

�_J

[ill!-�

[illlllmote,ialll
o:m--�
o:m-B
l!Eli�I

o:m-1�1
@-18
!Im-�
[illl-jlma!e,;.ill
o:m--81
llli]--8
o:m1�1

o:m-19
lfill-18]
!Im-�
rrmH-ena111
o:m---8
DE-lEJl
IT!!l- 1�1
True '"'

rrm1�1
o:m-{(3]
mil-�
l!El-fG;'.@l
rrm--[@.l]
rrm-8
Cmli�I

lirn-8
rrm-f3]
!Im-�
rrm-11 ..i11
rrm-[fill]
rrm[3]
ma0..

1�1------ ---!
8--- I
1 ;
[331---·:

'-1· �

�r--·-·-· l]]) -- 1 ,

� ""
�::.:·· H

fl
l l

Sl----. i l
l�I ·--·-·---J

11�
·--�•·__!)1
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�I False ...,.►r

r

"

?

False

1"'11

..,.�I

False ...,.►r

l"'I

?

?

False

?J

1"'11

.... �I

False .....

,?

�1

!'Ill

?

False
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Position in Hierarchy

Sci

''

""
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viscosity.vi
Front Panel

Block Dia ram

la

'I.

C2
C3
C5h-((C2/IT-C3)),(f'lv'lle5-C4111:
...,C5<•iiC2/IT-CJiHPt/11 e5-C4ll�
1'.1]C51-IIC2/IT-C31l•IPV{le5-C41li

·· C}Jvi,ch•Cl"d"Dl"le-4;
visct•C1 "d"Ct"1 e·4;
d mci-Cl"d'Cl"le-4;

_J

" j:ti,_________

!5.67E-�I

...........

··-1 Cl visch=C1 "d"Ch"1 e-4;
880 - visct=C1 "d"Ct"1 e-4;
d viscl=C1 "d"Cl"1 e-4;

95

C1 visch=C1 •d•Ch•1 e·4;
visct=C1 'd'Ct'1 e·4;
d viscl=C1 'd'Cl'1 e·4;

C3
C2
C5h=((C2/(T ·C3)l+(Ph/(1 e5'C4)));
C5t=[(C2/(T ·C3)l+(Pt/(1 e5'C4)));
Ph C51=([C2/[T ·C3]l+(Pl/(1 e5'C4)));

3

-.1r--tC
1 ivisch=C1 'd'Ch'1 e·4;
--visct=C1 'd"Ct'1 e·4;
d viscl=C1 'd'Cl"1 e·4;

96

T

C2
C5=((C2/(T -C3)l+(P/(1 e5'C4)));
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Position in Hierarchy

wearcal.vi

98
Block Diagram

99
XYs.vi
Front Panel

Block Diagram

4
011,..r-ff .!.�:��1Rmin•Amax/K;
"' •1.._�·i

g�; , �

7cii

ex= {(Rmax+Rmin+cl)/2);
cy = {(Rmax+Rmin+c1Y2);

!..P.�.!

100

Position in Hierarchy

